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ABSTRACT

We discuss the relationship between the short-distance

behaviour of vertex functions and conforms! invarlance in

asymptotically free theories. We show how conforms! group

techniques can be used to derive spectral representations of

wave functions and vertex functions in QCD.
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INTRODUCTIOH

The experimental observation of scaling phenomena has greatly enhanced

the interest in conformal quantum field theory (QFT). It has been noted [l]

that a critical point g = g in a massless renormalizable QFT corresponds

to non-trivial conforrnalinvariant Greeks functions involving anomalous

dimensions provided that the Callan-Symanzik S function has a simple zero at

g = g . Asymptotically free theories like quantum chromofiynamics (QCD)
cr

or the ^ ^ x model in six dimension (hereafter denoted as the £v model for

short) are not conformal covariant away from the critical uoint e = 0
- =cr

(at which they are just trivial free field theories), the Green functions

involving logarithmic terms already at the one-loop level. (Mote that

B(g) *•> -g for these theories.) Nevertheless it turns out that the

techniques developed in the study of conformal QFT provide a useful tool in

studying an asymptotically free theory at least in the leading logarithmic

order. It was pointed out in Ref.2 (see also Ref.3) that the conformal

covariant composite tensor fields constructed in RefsA-9 provide a

diagonalizatlon of the renormalization group matrix. Indirectly, this was

also observed in a Bethe-Salpeter approach in the light cone gauge in QCD [10]

and made use of in a not altogether clear way in Ref.11 when analysing the

Wilson expansion in this gauge.

In writing this article we have several objectives. Firstly, to

collect and further develop conformal group techniques used in writing light

cone operator product expansions (OPE) for free roassless fields that appear

to provide a non-trivial starting point for QCD calculations. Secondly, to

clarify some points in the literature, concerning the link between conformal
*)

invariance and the light cone expansion of vertex functions in asymptotically

free theories. We also discuss In the concluding section, why basic conformal

fields do not mix under renormalization.

In order to make the paper accessible to reader's with l i t t l e (or no)

experience with the conformal group we include some basic definitions and an

elementary introduction to the relevant notions in Sec.I. In Sec.II ve write

down the composite minimal-tvist conformal operators for scalar and spinor

constituent fields and study their two- and three-point functions. (Part of

the calculations needed in the derivation of the results of Sec.II are

presented in Appendices A and B.) Although Sec.II is basically a review

(and a selection of useful formulae) of previous work [I4-6] i t also contains

some new material, including a systematic use of a natural normalization for

composite operators in evaluation of Wightman and time-ordered Green functions

and in writing down explicit light cone OPE formulae for "both scalar and

spinor free fields related to the Taylor expansion in z of the normal

products : "f(x + |) ?"'(x - | ) : and : *(x - |) 1 ( T 5 ) T * ( X + |) .

Sec. Ill is devoted to t:.e conformal structure of the OPE at small distances

in asymptotically free theories. We also show in this section how the free

field calculations of Sec.II can be used to derive spectral relations for

vertex and wave functions.

The physical interest in this subject arises from the fact that the

following vertex function is directly observable in QCD:

(1)

where <!„, J refer for example to axial or vector currents and [m(p)S is
2 2

a pion or other lov lying meson state. For large q and q-p/q. fixed,

this vertex function is determined by the Wilson operator product expansion

expended along the light cone [12]. Further this vertex function is related

to the wave function of the meson m at short distances (see Ref.3 for

details). The latter is defined by

(2)

Although the integral depends on the path from x to x (which is, in

principle, arbitrary), it can be shown [13] that in the leading twist and

logarithmic order, the Wilson expansion does not depend on the contour.

Further, It is shown in Refs.l and 10 that the wave function (2) restricted

to the light cone i n directly related to form factor of the meson m.

*) The term light cone expansion in asymptotically free theories is understood

in the sense of the approximation used in the Wilson OPE, where both

arbitrary high dimensional operators (i.e. twist) and spin can he neglected.

-3-
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I. PBELIMIHABIES OH COUFORMAL TECHNIQUES l.B Basic and derivative fields

l.A The conformal K?oup of a £h-dimensional space time

The (proper) confarmal group of the 2h-dimenslonal Minkowski space

M of signature (-+...+) can be identified with the (h+1)(2h+l)-parameter

pseudo-orthogonal group

(^=2,3....).
(1.1)

(The somewhat unusual notation, £h, for the dimension of the underlying space,

is justified by the fact that it is the half of the space-time dimension, h,

that appears in most formulae.) It is compounded by Poineare transformations

x -* Ax + a, dilations x -*- px, and special conformal transformations

- C (1.2)

The proper conformal transformations can be characterized by the fact that

they preserve local causal order:

d'x" = a x° >, jdxl implies d 1
x° >, |d'x|) • (1-3)

For the special conformal transformations (l.2) the conformal factor u is
£ 2 —1w(x,c) = (1 - 2cx + o x ) . Clearly, this conformal factor is singular

en a cone (and so are the special conformal transformations (1.2)): global

conformal transformations are not well defined in Minkowski space. In order

to circumvent this difficulty one can either go to the confonaal compactification

of M , or work in the framework of Euclidean QFT (both ways are expounded

in Ref.6). For the practical purposes of the present paper it is sufficient

to use infinitesimal special conformal transformations. That means, among

other things, that we are dealing, in general, with representations of the

infinite sheeted univers.al covering G of G, which could be called the

quantum mechanical conformal group.

The transformation properties of (finite component) conformal

invariant fields [lit ,15, 6] can be obtained from the study of induced

representations of G with an inducing subgroup - the Weyl -type subgroup

G that leaves the point x •» 0 invariant, The group G is generated by

(homogeneous) Lorentz transformations, dilations and special conformal trans-

formations; it has h(2h+l) + 1 parameters. We distinguish between basic

fields and derivative fields. The basic fields transform under irreducible

representations of the inducing subgroup 0 (possibly extended by space

reflections). In particular, they satisfy

L '(X) , ]
where & ( = J^+2 a + 1 ) is the dilation generator, K̂  (= J ^ ^ +

is the infinitesimal operator for special conforoial transformations (J

a,b = 0,.... ,2h-l, 2h+l, 2h+2, are the standard generators of SO (2h,2)}. In

other words, the inducing representation of the (Abelian) subgroup of special

conforaal transformations is trivial for bas-.c ri-'lfls, whila the inducing

representation of dilations is one-dimension'.1. The derivative fields are

characterized by nonwlecomposable representations of the inducing subgroup.

Given the infinitesimal transfcramtion law of basic fields for

Poineare transformations

(1.5a)

(where V = —rr and S provide a finite dimensional (real) irreducible
y dxM yv

representation of spin (2h-l,l) such that [S v,'xl = 0 = [E ,x ]), their

behaviour under dilations and special conformal transformations is expressed

by

[Vw, D] = -i (1.5b)

-5-
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The standard commutation relations of the Poincare' Lie algebra are to be

complemented "by the following additional relations for K and =0 :

Jr .
(1.6)

The infinitesimal transformation law under dilations (l.5b) can be integrated

(unlike (3.5c)) without leaving Minkowski apace; the result is

ax)

for the infinitesimal special conformal transformations, however, we find

(using the Jacobi identity)

, J

(1.8b)

Thus, for d / 0, the (2h+l)-component field (v\ rf,Y) transforms under a non-

decomposable representation of the inducing subgroup (witn (l .h) violated).

Hote that for the canonical dimension d = h - 1 of a conformal vector

potential A (x) the field strength

conformal f ield.

F̂  (x) = V A - V A is also a basic

The real number d = d, is called the (scale) dimension of the f ield i> (.in

mass uni ts ) . Wigjituian posi t ivi ty implies that d i. h - 1 for a apinless

t scalar) f ie ld , d >, 2h + 1 - 2 for a ij-nimetric tensor field of rank i J- 1

(see iG|) . (The difference d-Jl is called the twist of the corresponding

conl'oiinal f ie ld.) Fo- :i Dirac field in 2h dimension' space-time posi l ivi ty

implies d >, h - — .

Derivatives of basic fields (like gradients, divergences, curies)

transform, in general, under non-decomposable representations of the conformal

group and hence are not basic. Consider as an example the gradient of a

conformal scalar field <f (which sa t i s f ies (1.5) with 3 ^ = 0) . I t

clearly transforms irreducilily under the Poincare''group action and di la t ions.

Me have, in par t icular ,

r u/4

II . COIJGKEVED COIIFORI-fAI, TEIIHOFS AS BILll&W 7UNCTI0NE OF FRiii, i'Ti-•,!);:

?.A Compos-:-tc tensor operators out of r.ajSlejs f l e l l s of spin 0 and spin

Let <f be a complex free C-mass f i e l d in 2h-di~ensional Minkowski

space. By def in i t ion cp s a t i s f i e s the d'Alenfbert eq'intion

(2.1)

and the canonical equal-t ime coismutation r e l a t i o n s . Eq̂ . (2.1) i s only

conformally invar i an t for a canonical dimension djp = h - 1 (which i s a lso

implied by the equal-t ime commutation r e l a t i o n s ) .

Proceeding t o the cons t ruc t ion of basic composite f i e lds out of ^ x

we introduce the b i l o c a l operators

(1.8a)

- 7 -
:.:; Sii «
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vhire r, i :, ij. i-:..'iii!:j.iaaticn constant, •, is a. i\:&J. litV.it-like vector,

;j- ~ "it ~ J'n = ^> and- cD,(o.<i;"b,fO is a homogeneous polynomial of degree

I in a and @ given by *)
V - Y (2.5)

is the interior differentiation on the light cone, satisfying & z = z. (6 +23 )

(see Ref.l6). Eq.(2.M implies that the local operator

where

r(x--n)

(2.3a)

(2.3b) is a conserved (rank J! , symmetric, traceless) tensor

In the case of interest, for a = t>(= h - l), the Jacobi polynomial P

reduces to a Gegenbauer polynomial, so that

(Note that in four-dimensions C
2

(2.3c)

P£.} For = 0 =

coincides with the Legendre polynomial

(which effectively takes place for cp satisfying

the d'Alembert equation (2.l)J 5) is characterized by the differential

relations

)= o. (2-7)

Moreover, it is a basic conformal field, satisfying (1.5) with d = 2h + £ - 2

and

We are employing throughout the useful technical device of replacing (rank S )

by homogeneous polynomials (of degree

. .-J. of a l ight- l ike vector 5- (see Refs.lfi and 5).

There i s a natural choice of normalization

symmetric tr_aceless tensors 0

J() 0 J . .J

(2.

where

*) In this article we will not need the Jacobi polynomials, since for

composite operators Tsuilt as bilinears of the same fields they always reduce

to Gegenbauer polynomials. However, for products of different Lor stituent

fields, the generalization involved leads to Jacobi polynomials.

{2,8)

for which

(2,9a)
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where •£), =K „ oD. and C. t?) is the Segenbauer polynomial normalized in

such a way that the coefficient to the highest power in —S is 1 :

(2.9b)

- 2
The normalized polynomials C are related to the standard Oegenbauer

polynomials C^ 2 by

where

(Wore properties of C are listed in Appx.A.2). With this normalization

^ ^

(2.9d)

The advantage of this normalization (uhich includes the normal product cp*cp

and the conformal stress energy tensor 9 with coefficients l) will be

exhibited in the context of the light-cone OPE in Sutsee.2.C.

The at>ove construction i s t r iv ia l ly extended to generalized free

constituent fields <f . One has just to replace the canonical dimension

k-1 of a classless scalar field by the dimension A >, k-1 of 9s . Eqs.(2.2),

(2.6) or (2.9) modified in th is way define a "basic conformal tensor field of

dimension 2d+S. The conserved canonical tensors 0 have minimal

dimensions ds = 2h - 2 + I (or minimal twists d - £• = 2h - 2) consistent

-11-

with poaitivity of correspondint tvo~point functions, Note that for a real

scalar field the odd operators (2.9) (corresponding to S = 1,3,. . .) vanish.

Although tfe shall only encounter spinor constituent fields in four-

dimensional space time, i t is useful to work here too in a 2h-dimensional

franework so that one could readily apply dimensional regularization.

If IJJ(X) is a masaless Dirac field (of dimension h - -r ) satisfying

= 0

then the conserved tensor fields [7l

(2.10)

where

(2.11a)

(2.11b)

have identical eonforaal transformation properties as the tensors (2.9) bui]t

out of charged scalar fields. (tTote that with this normalization the

operator 0 (x,z;iyj) coincides with J z}1 while

stress energy tensor for a free Dirac field.)

0 is the conformal

The above tensor fields are y -even, i.e. they are invariant under

the discrete y,- transformation defined for constituent fields by

(VJe are using four-dimensional notation whenever a y is involved.) y,--odd

conformal operators (including operators with a pair of antisyrametric tensor

indices and higher twist operators) can also be constructed (cf. the second

reference [9]).

-12-



2.B Two- and three-point functions of basic confoi'roal'-fields.

It is remarkable that conformal invariance fixes two- and three-point

functions up to overall constant factors. The functional form of vacuum

expectation values of two or three (basic) conformal fields is determined solely

by the transformation properties of these fields (i.e. their dimension ana

tensor character) and does not depend on whether they are built out of scalar

or spinor constituents.

The evaluation of two-point functions of basic fields using conformal

invariance alone is sketched in Appx.A- One can, of course, derive the

corresponding expressions starting from the definitions (2,9) (or (2.11))

of composite tensor operators and using the properties of the free (constituent)

fields. The computation is particularly simple if we equate the auxiliary

isotropic vectors Z in the two 0« fields. For scalar constituent fields

we have *'

for J x = ~y2 = J-, J- = 0 we have, in particular,

(2.12)

Here II (p) is the projection operator on maximal spin [l) in the space of

symmetric traceless tensors of rank I (such that It i/'v v ^ * = 0)

(2.13b)

Since two-point functions of "basic conformal fields are determined (up to a
factor) from conformal invariance alone the result (£.12) also has implications
for two-point functions of basic fields built out of spinor constituents.

r
Indeed, the tensors Ojj(x,j), (£.11), and O^W.j), (2.9) have identical

conformal transformation properties, therefore their two-point functions

should be proportional to each other. This is verified by a direct cal-

culation which also fixes the proportionality coefficientJ we have (for

both choices of T£ in (2.11b))

- 1

(2.13a)

*! The p rope r t i e s of normalized Gej-.enbaner ^polynomials usea in t h i s chain of

eauations are 3uEm;-iL-i.?.>:•! In Appx. \ _!..



We shall also write down the threes-point functions of the fields 0, (*.p)

with two constituent f ields that i s needed, in the subsequent applications,

Again these functions can "be evaluated either "roir. conforatl invariaiiee (they

appear as certain Clebsch—Gordon kernels *- ^ee Ref.^] or direct ly, lu-infs (?i9)

and (2.11). The results "or the time-ordered Green functions [reF-ptfctively,

the Euclideari-SchwAnger functions) i l " arid for the (Minkowfiki :;:-jfc.i-e) Wipjhtman

function w , in the case of a •jc.-iiar constituent f ield, are

, j

in Uie KuclJ fioj

(4ir) ir "'' ; 2 . l 6a )

where \ ia the cajior^icul Kuclj dc;vi propagator for

dimensions C^ivcn by Flq. (li.2) of Appy.B) so tfiat

sca la r f i c -d in 2h

-1

(IC .j being the Macdonald Bessel function - sec Eq.(S.l+));

space Wightman function we have

for the Minkowski

*) Eqs . (2 .15)- (2 .19) are derived in Appx.B.

-15-

"P1 flflHM^^^^

? y ^ 2 (2.17a)

vf; .erc i n t h e f r e e f0 e l d Mightnian f u n c t i o n Vi-: !;.• ; - i v e n b y ( B . b ) , w i t h t h e

res-j-11.

, p ) =•

(2.1','b)

Z{ (2.17=)

is tiie Lj.:-nse,l AuictS.on of the f i r s t Kind, and (for I n l e ^ r ii)

__ f
2,(2k-4)i!

(2k-5)l[

(2.18a)

(2.18b)

i s aii U:-lernentary) ent d.re axialyti c function of 6 ^ . The l i f f e r en t i a l operator

l>i" '' t ha t appear^ in (?..lri) 13 expres

the (normalised)Gegent>LLuer polynooiial

'^j^ '' t ha t appear^ in {?.. 15) i.3 expressed, according to (2.9) ir. terms of

-16-



(2.15')

Similarly, for a Dirac constituent field in 2h dimensions we have

(2,19)

where FE and FH are

are either i Y ^ or ^

side of (£.19) vanishes unless r

again given by (2,16) and (2.17) while K. and P | ,

iv^Y ^ • £ln effect the trace on the right-hand

z =

2 ^ i Light cone OPE for free P-mass fields

The knowledge of the two- and three-point functions displayed in the

preceding subsection allows us to write down (at least on a formal level)

a eonformal OPE for a product of free massless fields. (In effect, global

conformal OPE can only be justified if they are applied to the vacuum vector

see Sefs.5 and 6 as well as the disucssion in Ref.1T, Small distance OPE,

on the other hand, are being used as operator identities.) We shall write

down the corresponding light cone expansion for free O-mass fields starting

with the scalar fields' case.

To this end we shall need the light cone behaviour of three-point
2 2

functions. For x l 2p -> 0 we have

F (2.20)

It leads to the following approximation for the scalar field Wightman

function (2.15):

-17-

lp*

\

valid for x._ close to the ray {XI}, i.e. for

(2.21a)

(2.21b)

(which is precisely the domain needed for the derivation of light cone OPE).

The small x behaviour of the T functic

Eqs.(B.3) and (B.I*) (see Appx.B. below)

The small x ̂  behaviour of the T function is obtained from (2.l6) and

(2.22a)

(2.22b)

It is the second of these expressions (Eq.. (2.22b) which displays a pole for

h = 2,3,...) that will be used in subsequent computations involving dimensional

regularization.

From (2.12) and (2.21) we deduce the following light cone OPE for a

free scalar massless field:

••••»

-18-



It is instructive to verify th^t Eq, (.2,23) represents a prearranged}

Taylor expansion in z of the normal product

The corresponding expansion for the product : ty(x - -̂) Tz <l>(x + —) : of

Dirac fields is derived in the same way with the result

oo

(2.2M

with exactly the same f-functions as in the scalar case.

III, COHFORMAL OPERATORS IN THE LIGHT COHE OPE

3.A One -loop renormaliaation of composite operators

We shall examine both the case of the scalar ep*cp x model in six-

dimensions (hereafter referred to as the cp^ model) and that of a non-Abelian
D

gauge theory with fermions in four dimensions, since they share the asymptotic
freedom property and we shall involve, at the one loop level , operators with
the sane conforaal structure as discussed in Sec.II. We begin by considering
the OPE of two interacting scalar fields in the <pi model.

Me shall demonstrate that one can recover the eonformal basis of

composite operators without ever referring to conformal invarianee by just

solving the renormal izat ion mixing problem in light cone OPE.

Traditionally, one expands products of scalar fields In terms of

the operators

0{ (3.1a)

-19-

(3,1b)

We write

where x = -

The change of these operators under renormalization Is given "by

where S is the scattering operator (for the <p*<f>x* theory). The diagrams
6

contributing to the part of this operator involving a couple of unpaired
cp and cp* to the one-loop level are given in Fig . l . For instance, the

contribution to 50 of the triangular diagram in Fig.la is

=t

One-loop diagrams contributing to S0(.nl.

-20-



This integral (which is ultraviolet divergent for 2h = 6) is meant to "be

dimensionally regularized ana we are interested in the -r term, where

£ = 3 - h. ¥e have

~ °-n
(3.2c)

vhere

71

is essentially the anomalous dimension matrix defined by

(3.2d)

= ii — In
ay

Aa we outlined in the introduction, one encounters in QCD a number of

gaage invariant short distance expansions, which are related to observable

quantities associated with hadronic bound states. In particular, the following

gauge invariant product of quark fields plays a central role;

(3.3)

where (suppressing from now on the colour indices)

The renormalization and short distance expansion (3.3) have been investigated

in Ref.13, where it is ohovn that despite tbe path dependence, the operator

product is multiplicatively renormalized and at the leading twist level the

Wilson coefficients do not depend on the contour.

The short distance limit can be taken in a number of ways, hovever

a dl&ensiorial analysis suggests all the distances on the contour C contract

like L = |z | as z -* 0 (assuming at this point that z is spacelike or

Euclidean). Further, in a special covariant gauge, known as the

Yennie gauge in QED, for which in QCD, the vertex and wave function re-

normalization constants S and 2 are equal, the contour dependence can

be neglected as far aa renormalization is concerned (see Ref.13). The latter
•) li

gauge corresponds to a gauge fixing parameter a = -3 + 0(g ) , for which

all the divergences generated by the line integrals cancel among themselves,

consequently the overall renoraalization constant of the operator product

in Eq_,t3.3) corresponds to Z^ (a = -3), where Z^/2(a) is the fermion field

vave function renormaliiation constant in an arbitrary cavariant gauge. ( a™

corresponds to the Feynman gauge,)

The operators O",n>1°' in Eq.. (3,3) are renormalised at the one-loop

level (see Sef.3) according to

It**.
(3.5)

where the Dlrae matrix structure denoted by r is preserved and following

the notation in Eq.. (3.2)

4 T

(3.6)

where -~ for an SU(H) gauge group.
-

and D • 3 - i A

use the notation A

(3.

is the covaxiant derivative of the fermion field. (We

are SU(3) matrices). The pathg A s I s , where *.}

ordered phase factor U depends on a contour C connecting x and x .

-21-

3.8 Construction of operators vhieh do not mix under renormalization

In order to obtain the linear combinations of the above operators,

vhich are multipllcatively renormaliaed one simply constructs the matrices,

which diagonalize the anomalous dimension matrix 2 „ . This i3 carried
n£

out for a scalar theory in Sef.2 and the procedure generalized to QCD in

Ref.3, where special care is needed in separating even and odd charge

•) The parameter ."a" corresponds to a coyariant gluon propagator

C> ft.a)

-22-



conjugation cases. For completeness we. summarize the procedure here,

following Eef.3- One divides Z „ into n^yen and n-odd cases, writing

A corresponds to Fig,l(_al and has the s«me structure as

while Bj^ corresponds, to Figs,l(t>) and (c),

Now it is easy to demonstrate that

model,

7 - r
/..-f ^ ~ A/;.. •

(3.7)

How in the case of triangular matrices I >, L, the diagonallzation is

essentially trivial. Let us define for each charge conjugation states

t±) , i (±>z ( ± ) u (3.8)

where ZA are the diagonal elements of Z^L . From (3.8) we can write

N

where we write z!5' in the form

MA/L ~r 3ML

(3-9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

Taking A case, for example, ve have

+ -•__^

M

^and siTnilarly for A ^ , Inserting k^ part of Z^ 5 into (3.9) we ;iee
that in the case of QCD, one has the same diagonalization matrices as in ~fche '(* - >
case in six dimensions. These are determined by the recurrence relations:
(obtained from Eq,(3.9) vith k replaced Ijy k+1)

with

^ 9,
(f<

f k J - f j '. ^ i-r i { ) ' " 'JH,k

iVL
* • / • .

r: •

1 j

(3.12)

These relations lead to the Gegenbauerweights which characterize the conformal

operators, i,e.
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Since the 0 ' do not mix under renornalization, i,e.

N

c (3.13)

Hence the operators, which are eiagonal under renormalization are precisely

those defined in Sec.II startin- x^a conformal invariance, i.e.

(3.11ta)

rinormo.ti.2zdi
.̂ it) I-free0{v>tyn>\

the Wilson coefficients satisfy the renormalization group equation

(3.16)

(5.17)

with

for (ftpx case in six dimensijr.2 is. :

(3-lltb)

in the case of Fermi fields in QCD,

We have chosen here the natural normalization discussed in Sec.II; C (g)

are the normalized Gegenbauer polynomials (cf. Appx.A.£) vhich satisfy

3.C Spectral representations for the Wilson coefficients

Let us summarize the atove discussion by writing the OPE in terns

of the diagonal basis 0 * " ' . In the ca.se of the cso model the OPE reads:

(3.15)

In an asymptotically free theory one can write

A

(3.19)

3 5 0 2

where f(y) = - ^ s + 0(g ) and C (E ) is the Wilson coefficient

corresponding to the free field theory (with g = 0). It remains to determine

these coefficients, which in fact are simply proportional to the Inverse of

the matrix U defined above. This can also be determined using recurrence

relations as is done in Ref.3- However i t is useful to derive some identities

involving Sums over the C , vhich directly reflect -the spectral ( i . e .

support) properties of vertex and wave functions. To this end the

orthogonality properties of eonforEal operators discussed in Sec.II can be

utilized.

Let us write down the light cone expansion of the three-point Wightman

function defined in Subsec.2.B (E<j..(2.15)) in the limit g2 = 0. For the

scalar case we have

-25-
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Q>O

(3.19)

y =
Using the orthogonality relationship in the form in Eq.. (2.12) we obtain

i, V, -P.3) =

\fx

(3.20)

where II (p;£,^) is given 'by (2.13). Comparing the light cone approximation

(2,21) for "UJl with (3.20) we obtain the spectral representation

->«=•£

(3.21)

(cf. (A,l8)). In the case of fermion fields in QCD, we apply the light cone

expansion to the Euclidean T-functlon defined in Eq.(2.19). [We could have,

of course, again used the Wightman functions as in the a"bove calculation for

the scalar case. The argument sketched Tselov should appeal to readers with

an experience in Euclidean space calculations involving dimensional

regularization. ] Using the light cone expansion in the g = 0 limit (that

is, the representation (2.22t>) for Fy) we can write the ;r- approximation

to (2,19) as

-27-

If we define the Wilson coefficients

of a free Dirae fields by

(3-22)

for the light cone OPE

(3.23)

we derive using (3.22) the spectral representation

We note tha t for 2h = It Eq, (3-2M coincides with the represen ta t ion (3.21)

for the v 3 model (with % •+ n ana 2h = 6, so t h a t C^Jh = 2) =

C (h - 3)-
It follows from (3-2l) (or (3-2^)) that the inverse of the matrix

\̂
U , which diagonalises the mixing matrix Z . can be represented by

I'1
" ' " • " "

.„ w
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Using the relation

OS

X C.w •«. = ? — 1

(3.27)

etna Eq.(B.8c) twith h - 2 replaced "by n+l) ve find that the only non-xero

,-. 0

,1/ (2 *:>.'.'

Kence

1 =
'M-M

, ,

(3.25b)

Using (3.27) ve can write the following spectral representation of meson

wave function defined in Eq.{2) of the Introduction:

x«-ftSJ*i (3.26a)

where the normalization constants are related to the matrix elements of the

conformal operators <fO|3 (O.sJIp1^ , The variable % corresponds to

relative momentum of the constituent quarks in the wave function at short

distances. If we tate- the Fourier transform of (3.26a) along a l igh t - l i t e

plane Z = Z - Z, = 0 , ve obtain for the pion wave function

.*; -z <3.K6b)

which is the light cone wave function defined in Kefs. 2 and 10,

One interesting consequence of (3.26ti) is that it can be inverted,

80 one can express the dynamical constants a_ (u ) in terms of moments

Of the pion wave function at the scale 2 i.e.

For a ground atate wave fuisetion, one expect3 the wave function not to have
JiCvhere aQ should decrease rapidly vith Ji .

the value obtained in Ref.3.
a node , so that e ^ Q Q

In part icular , a
2 ' v 0<3- Ftt > i n l i n e

The technique described in this section can be used for any vertex

function Involving products of local curreat< or gauge invariant operators

in QCD. Further, if we are interested in vertex or vave functions involving

large mass states, so that EM is not small, then the conformal technique

developed in Sec.II can he uti l ized to at least take into account the

kinematic higher twist corrections.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The resul ts of the preceding sections can t>e summarized as follows.

We constructed in Sec.II a natural hasia of irreducible conformal

tensor operators Op as bilinear combinations of derivatives of free 0-mass

f ields . The short distance OPE of free massless fields in this basis

has appeared as a rearrangement of the Taylor expansion (in z) of the normal

product : <p(x + jjO cf>*(x - •-)'. In Sec.Il l we arrived at the same set of

composite field3 by diagonallzing the renormalization constant's matrix

in an asymptotically fi-ee theory. Such a presentation reflects more or less

the historical development of the subject. The question arises could ve

see in a more direct fashion why do the operators 0( resolve the mixing

problem? We suggest a positive answer to this question based on the

orthogonality property (2.12), (2.1U) of irreducible conformal f ields.

Consider, in the <?£ case, the light cone expansion of the bilocal

field (.2.2) in the one-loop approximation. In the domain (2.21b) we can vr i te

-z mm
-29-
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Here the Wilson coefficients C. are assumed to include the renonnalization

matrix. Taking the vacuum expectation value of the product of both sides of

(^.1) with On(-p,z) and using the orthogonality relation (as veil as the

properties of the matrix element on the left-hand side in the one-loop
odel) we deduce that

"in •

approximation of the <p.

This is equivalent to the orthogonality relation

( I t . 2 )

<ot

APPENDIX A

Two-point functions of composite fields

The objective of th is appendix is two-fold. F i r s t , in Sec.A.I we

provide a short guide and a pedagogical supplement to the l i t e ra tu re concerned

with the evaluation of two-point functions of basic tensor fields that only

uses their conformal transformation properties. Secondly, in Sec.A.2, we

present a l i s t of relevant formulae for (normalized)Gegenbauer polynomials

used in the chains of Eqs.(2.12) and (2.ll+a).

The same conclusion can be reached by exploiting the fact that the

Callan-Symanzik equation is nothing but the Ward identity for the di lat ion

current, dilation being one of the generators of the conformal group.

I t would be interesting to find the operators that diagonalize the r e -

normalization matrix at the two-loop level .

One of the authors (I .T.T.) would like to thank Professor

P. Budinich for his hospital i ty at the International School for Advanced

Studies, Trieste , during the course of th i s work.

A.I General form of conformal invariant two-point functions

Let On(x,z;c) (z = 0) "be a (not necessarily conserved) symmetric

tensor field of dimension h + c (in mass units) in £h dimensional space-time.
the

The derivation of/general form of i t s two-point Wightman function proceeds
A

in three steps.

Step 1; F i r s t , we evaluate the Euclidean (Schwinger) two-point function in co-

ordinate space. The most elegant way to achieve that is to write down the

Kernel of the ir1tertvin.in.i5 operator between the representations [ i , c ] and

[Jl,-c] Of the Euclidean conformal group S0(2h+l). These (type I) representations

are equivalent for almost a l l values of c and are par t ia l ly equivalent for

some exceptional integer values of the dimensions h i e . The intertwining

operator appears as a representation of the conformal inversion

(A.I)

(Recall that every special conformal transformations can be written as a

translation sandwitched between two inversions.) If V^x) is a conformal

vector field of dimension d, then its transformation law under conformal

inversion is

*) An argument of this kind has been carried out in a paper by Th. Ohrndorf [iS]

which has just appeared. The authors would like to thank 0. Foda for drawing

their attention to this reference.
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where

so
:<•'

(A.2b)

(The reader i s advised to derive (A,2) in the specia l case In which V̂  = vyS

wher<; 3(xj i s a diraensionless sca la r f i e ld transforming as S(x.) -* S(Irx)

under conformal i.-ivernion , so t h a t d,, = 0 and hence i_ = l . J Using t h i s

approach one a r r ives at the following expression for the two-point Schwinger

function of the f i e l d Op(x,z;c)^

(2 rc
(A.3)

where r<(Jl,c) is an undetermined normalization constant. The derivation of

this result vith a detailed study of all underlying notions can be found in

the lecture notes volume L"5]. A summary is given in Appx.B to the Pisa

lectures [6]. A more elementary (but clumsier) derivation of the same result

for lower rank tensors in P.\ using global K0(5,l) invari-mce , is given in

Sec.IV.lA of Ref.6. The result can also be verified by applying infinitesimal

conformal invariance (see Sec.l). Each of these methods also implies the

vanishing of the conformal invariant two-point function for two "basic fields

of different dimensions.

Step 2: Secondly, we wri te down the Fourier transform of (A.3) ( s t i l l in the

Euclidean. 2h-diinensional space) . There ia a techn ica l problem of expanding

the r e s u l t in terms of 30(2h-l) spin project ion operators II a ( p ) . (Here

SO(Kh-l) stands for the subgroup of t h e "Euclidean Lorentz group" S0(2n)

which leaves the vector p inva r i an t - J This nroblern has been solved in

Ref-5 (see Sec .5 ) . The r e s u l t i s

_-nitO
-i>ra«-t

(A.U)

U >-<•

f £ - c -
(A.l4t)

^ - • : /

We shall not reproduce here the expressions for It (s < I) in terms of
in

Gegenbauer polynomials since ve will not need them {'.I is given by (2.13

Regarded as operators in the space of raiik-^ syrwnetric traceless tensors

the projectors

= 0 (p)

{
satisfy the following orthogonality and completeness relations:

(A-5.-3)

(A.5b)

The maximal

property

in projector ia characterised by the trariaversality

(A.6)

i'tep 3 ; F i n a l l y , we pass from (A.U) to the Minkowski momentum space

expression for the corresponding Wightraan function. That i s achieved by

r e c a l l i n g that » , (x) = ^ J x ,x) i s obtained from Gjj (x ,x ? h ) by taking

U e iimvLL c 0 for 2h = -ixu - t

obtained from

. If we then shift in the Fourier

along; the two aides of the negative imaginary axis we find



Using the? i d t ' n t j ' . , i e a

(A.81

and

.-c) Sii^c ~

we derive from (A.h) and (A.7) the expression

(A.9)

-L-: (4H

(A.13)

J lideed represents the v

:..i:|.-'lier! by (A.6).

expectation vai^e of -'i conserved tensor, is

I t i s worth not ing that the value (A.11) i s one of those except ional

valuer- of c for which the representat ion; ; of rlisifiiiij on h + c are only

p a r t i a l l y equivalent and the rif;ht*-h;ijid aide of (A.'ia) diverges (for in teger

h) unless n(j),c) vanishes l i k e =,—~-r (which would have led to the vanishing

of the Wightman func t ion) . Thus i t \s importsnt trtat we only set c = h - d + J!

at the end of our ca lo t i la t ion , in the expression for the UinkowkdL space

Wighttaan function- On the other hand, i t i s p rec i se ly for these v-xoeption;il

values of c t h a t we have the expression (2.9) (or (2.11)) for 0,. iti terra;;
X

of normal products of free fields which enables us to give a direct -ie-r Lvation

of (A.13). In order to reproduce (2.iM we need a different normalization

n(j?,c) so that

(A.10)

In order to derive from here (2.12), ve note that for

C = (or o/t= (A.11)

A.2 Properties of normalized Gegenbauer polynomials

We write down here for the reader's convenience a few formulae

involving the normalized Gegenbauer polynomials

- 0 for s < % (while a ^ = l) and set

The fact that the resulting v,. ,

(A. 12)

I V.
CA.15)

used throughout the paper (in particular, in the computations of Suhsec.2.B).

C are simply related to the Jacobi polynomials-
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p.
Hence from (2,3) we have a similar expansion formula.

Orthogonality and renormalization (used in the last equations (2.12)

ajid (2.l!*a) are summarized by

The value of at £ = 1 which appears in (2.13b) is

(A.17)

The "Fourier transform" of C >iiich appears in the spectral representations

(2.21), (3.2l)-(3.a3) is given by

(A.18)

where f (for integer n) are expressed in terms of Bessel functions of

half integer rank according to (2.1S). Eq.(A.lS) can also tie verified

directly by using the

(I"'
(A.19)

- 3 7 -

APFENDIX B

Conformal invariant three-point functions for free constituent fields

The three-point function of a basic tensor field and two scalar (or

spinor) fields is determined from conformal Invariance up to one (or two)

real constants. The expressions (S.15)-(2.19) for W_ ,PV(x, ,xn;~-p,z) can
^U ] 1 ^

again be obtained in three steps, matching the three stops in the derivation
of the conformal invariant two-point function in Appx.A. We shall provide
a direct elementary derivation for each of these steps using the explicit
formula for On in terms of free f ields.

E.I Scalar constituent fields

The three-point t-function in Euclidean x-space can be written in
the form

(B.I)

where the canonical Euclidean propagator for a scalar field

>-t = ̂ j t . J dot du'Z e." i*Z^
a

(B.2)

The transfer of the derivatives in Eq,(B,l) from x to the

arguments x_ and x allows us to evaluate the Fourier transform in x :

j
0

~ (B.3a)
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where

- Jfc-, fa (B.3U)

(we have used the a representation of Eg..(B.2) and have made the change of

variables a = X — — * • , g = X —^—— ). Using a standard integral

representation for the Maodonald Bessel function K, we can perform the

integration in X with the result (2.l6).

The transition from TjjF to the three-point Wightman function involves

analytic continuation in p (and in x ,x?} from Euclidean to (real)

Minfcowksi space values and evaluation of the discontinuity for p -ip T £

(cf. Eq..(A.7)). To do this we use the defining relations for the K function

(B.I*)

(for integer h the right-hand side of the f i rs t equation is understood as
a limit from non-integer values). Inserting (B.U) in (E.3b) we find that
only the second term (proportional to ~L „) contritutes to the discontinuity
in p. Using again (A.8), we find

(B.5)

vhere F is given by (2.17b). The simpler expression (2.1Tc), on the
M

other hand, can be obtained starting from the free field Wightman function

-39-

<t*(0)% -

F(k-l)

(B.6a)

where

( P ) =

A straightforward calculation gives

(B.Ta)

where

(B.7b)

The variable r in the intermediate integration in {B.7&) is the space part

of JC2 in the rest frame of p; J , Uo) and hence fh_2 are'elementary

functions for integer h ; Z

(B.8a)
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-.0 (is.8b)

'Uk-iV[ };; 4!!

(B..8c)

B.2 Spin — constituent fjclds

Proceeding to the evaluation of the three-point function of a spinor

constituent field with a basic tensor field, we observe that there are two

independent conforraal invariant structures in this case. For example, thf

three-point Schwingcr function of a free Birae field and a conserved

current has the general form

^ < v L (*JX = c. S; Jr
S/O +-

(B..9)

where 3 , Cx) is the conformal invariartt Euclidean propagator of a Birae

field of dim

(B.2) while

2
field of dimension d (in 2h dimensional space time); A Cx) is given "by

(B.1Z)

(B.12)

Clearly, only the i'irst term (with 0 - l) woull contribute to (E.9) if

j. (x) is identified with the composite field iy (as in

(2.11)). Hence the use of the explicit expression (2.11.) for the fields 0(-

not only simplifies the evaluation of the three-point function, hut is

actually necessary in order to recover its x and p dependence as given

by (2-19).

The calculation of the Euclidean three-point 1-function involving a

product of spinor feilds and the conforraal operators (2.13.) follows closely

the case of scalar constituent fields. In fact, it can he reduced to the

latter by the following argument. Writing the product of spinor propagators

(B.10) as derivatives of their scalar counterparts

S,

We can express the three-point function

(3.13a)

in terme of derivatives of the same function Fg which appears in the

scalar case (B.3)

where

- Ik)

(B.13b)

)4 Thin proves (2.19) -



Note finally tiu.t the conservation lav (2,7) implies the

transversality relation

( B - 1 5 )

for both the scalar end spinor field three-point functions. A direct

verification of (B.15) uses the relation

{B.16}

vhich is manifest, since F,, depends on x through the variable
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